
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Please send your COM/COT ticket 

to your showroom representative. 

COM / COT TICKET 
 

Send all COM shipments to: 

FERRELL MITTMAN, 685 SOUTHWEST ST 

HIGH POINT, NC 27260 

 
 

If there is more than one COM for 
 

 

sheet for each additional COM 

and check here 

 

*Note: Please complete one ticket for each different style of furniture. Orders are not entered until we receive this form. 

 
Designer: Item Style #: Qty Ordered:      

Designer’s PO # to Ferrell Mittman:      

Client’s Name: Sidemark:   

Showroom Name:       

 
COM/COL Source/Pattern/Color/#:                                                                                                                                       

PO# to Fabric House:                                                                                                                                                                      

Fabric Width:                                                                                                                                                                                   

Pattern Repeat - Vertical: Horizontal:     

• Yardage required for each item (54” plain: see catalog/price list)      

• Total yardage being sent to Ferrell Mittman (based on item qty. and repeat)    

Do you want to railroad this fabric? (See images at right) YES NO 

Many fabrics, almost all chenilles, and most silks require backing. See reverse for Backing Requirements. 
 
 

Bouillion: Height:    Yds:   

Source/Pattern/Color/#:       

Cord w/ flange:                                                                                               

Source/Pattern/Color/#:  Yds:   

Tape trim: Source/Pattern/Color/#:    Yds:   

Other: Source/Pattern/Color/#:  Qty/Yds:   

COM/COT Comments:          

 

Signature: Date:     
 

continued on back >> 

**Width of fabric rolls cannot exceed 60”. Larger width rolls need to be cut prior to sending to our factory** 
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FABRIC REQUIREMENTS 

We strongly suggest that you consult your Ferrell Mittman representative or the factory for assistance in determining 

yardage if you add a skirt to a non-skirted piece, change the style of the standard skirt on a piece, or require custom treat- 

ments or custom application of your fabric. 

All yardage requirements shown in the price list are based on 54” plain goods. If the fabric or pattern on the fabric is LESS 

THAN 54” WIDE, and/or has a repeat of more than 2”, please increase the yardage requirements by the indicated percentage. 

 
NOTE: All fabric patterns are cut to match vertically and horizontally. Be sure to add vertical and horizontal repeats. (EXAM- 

PLE: 8” vertical + 14” horizontal = 22” total repeat. A 54” wide fabric with 22” total repeat would require 20% additional 

yardage). 
 

Fabric OR 
Pattern Width 

Plain 
Fabric 

3”-14” 
V+H Repeat 

15”-19” 
V+H Repeat 

20”-27” 
V+H Repeat 

28”-36” 
V+H Repeat 

37”-45” 
V+H Repeat 

46”-54” 
V+H Repeat 

54” 0% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 

52” 10% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 

50” 10% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 

48” 15% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50% 

45” 20% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50% 55% 

36” 50% 60% 65% 70% 75% 80% 85% 

 

If Ferrell Mittman is to quilt your fabric, add an additional 15% to total yardage requirements. 

LEATHER: Multiply fabric yardage by 18 to compute leather square footage requirements (A 6 yard fabric requirement 

would necessitate 108 sq. ft. of leather). 

We have done our best to estimate actual yardage requirements, and to minimize the yardage required to cover 

your pieces. However, certain patterns, when placed on certain pieces, may require additional yardage due to 

centering or matching for best aesthetic appeal. CONSEQUENTLY, THE ABOVE CHART MUST BE CONSID- 

ERED AN ESTIMATE ONLY. FERRELL MITTMAN IS NOT RESPONSIBLE IF ADDITIONAL YARDAGE IS 

REQUIRED. Please feel free to consult the factory for assistance in determining yardage. 
 

BACKING REQUIREMENTS 

1. All chenille fabric with any pile on the reverse side requires backing to prevent stretching and to stop the cushion fabric 

from rolling on the cushion. 

2. Taffetas and silk fabrics require light-knit backing to prevent upholstery tacks and sewing needles from causing runs in 

the fabric. However, the backing process may cause plaids or horizontal stripes to become askew. 

3. All loosely woven fabrics require knit backing to prevent the padding from working its way through the fabric. 

4. Fabrics with a high level of stretch require knit or spray backing to retain pattern consistency when stretched. 

5. Sheer fabric requires knit backing to avoid undesired wrinkles in the fabric. 

 
If you sign and date below, it will be our pleasure to have your fabric backed immediately upon inspection; at our discretion. 

This can cut your lead-time by days or even weeks. The cost is $16 /yard NET, including shipping and handling. ($150 

NET minimum per fabric) This will be added to your order and noted on your factory acknowledgement. 

 

 

 

 
Signature:  Date:      


